“Emerging Web Platforms: Semantic Web Services for E-Commerce and EAI”

Time: 1:30 pm – 2:30 pm
Place: Hawes 102

The next major wave of Web technology is based on XML and knowledge bases, radically deepening automatic interactions between enterprises/applications. What are its most exciting aspects and their early implications for e-business?

Panel Host and Moderator:
- Benjamin Grosof, Douglas Drane Assistant Professor in IT, Sloan School of Management, MIT

Panelists:
- Said Tabet, Senior technologist, entrepreneur, MacGregor Inc financial trading support Co-Founder RuleML.
- Brian Subirana, Professor, IESE Barcelona (European aspects; legal aspects)
- Mark Forman, EVP, Cassatt Inc. (enterprise services startup)

For more info on panel topic, see http://ebusiness.mit.edu/bgrosof